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Purpose of this Document

1

Purpose of this Document
IBM® and F5® have partnered to collaborate on a technical whitepaper that helps
customers, partners and the marketplace appreciate the complimentary capabilities that
exist today to support Infrastructure as a Service. While often the focus of partner
solutions is a specific task or single use case, F5 and IBM bring to the market a broad set
of use cases that solve many business issues, as well as the technical components
necessary to realize the value.
This document is intended to be used by technical individuals to quickly stand up a running
Cloud infrastructure using IBM and F5, and to demonstrate several scenarios that highlight
the scope of what is possible with the combined vendors’ products.
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Beyond Provisioning – Why a combined
IBM and F5 solution bring real service
management and agility
The most common problem solved by Cloud is the ability to bring on quickly a service, with
a consideration of multi-tenancy and billing to ensure a financial means to realize the
business benefit. While this single use case still realizes great value to communication
and enterprise organizations, business continuity, security, compliance and performance
are that much more critical as cloud services is more financially tracked.

2.1

About this paper
• Section 2 describes basic information and the software used in this integration
work.
• Section 3 describes the F5 BIG-IP® virtual appliance installation in the
environment and also covers the initial setup and configuration of this appliance
in IBM Service Delivery Manager (ISDM).
• Section 4 consists of the use cases that would be used to integrate the F5 BIG-IP
virtual appliance in ISDM using the Simple Service Resource Manager portal.
• Section 5 is the Summary wrap-up.
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3 The Main Pieces
This paper is focused on describing how the F5 BIG-IP virtual appliance is
integrated, installed and managed by the IBM Cloud based on IBM Service
Delivery Manager.
The Cloud environment used for this integration paper is based on IBM Service
Delivery manager (ISDM). ISDM is the core of the IBM Cloud product Cloud
Service Provider2 (CSP2). The integration work that IBM has worked with F5 on
has been with this product. The CSP2 environment that is used for this is a
minimal one for purposes of showing the integration. The ISDM product consists
of four images running in a VMware ESX 4.1 server with VMware’s vCenter 4.1
controlling the environment. Image storage is done with a local data store on the
ESX server. All work was conducted on a single server running this setup.
Running in the environment to show it can be proven that the F5 BIG-IP virtual
load balancer can be integrated into any ISDM environment.
The first part of this document shows the basics of the setup and configuring of the
F5 BIG-IP vm in the ISDM environment. The ISDM install itself is a basic one
with all four images installed and configured. In figure 2 this is described. For the
saving of time the ISDM install is described at a high level. More detail is spent on
the F5 information.
This paper explains that the F5 BIG-IP virtual appliance is installed as an image
and can be supported in ISDM “Cloud” environment. The virtual appliance will
not be deployed as an application image but will be managed as part of the
environment. It is installed as virtual image in this paper but is available as
hardware appliance that would be rack mounted. Two F5 BIG-IP appliances were
installed. This document is to show integration into ISDM and not tuning of the F5
BIG-IP appliance.

3.1

3.2

Hardware used
•

IBM x3650

•

2 x 2 Dual Core 3.2GHZ processors

•

48 GB Memory

•

876 GB DASD

Environment
VMware®
•

VMware ESX 4.1

•

vCenter 4.1, vCenter run on MS Windows Server 8 Enterprise 64bit virtual image

The Main Pieces

IBM Service Delivery Manager (ISDM)
•

Tivoli System Automation Manager (TSAM) image / SUSE® Enterprise Server 10

•

Tivoli Usage and Accounting Manager (TUAM) image / SUSE Enterprise Server 10

•

IBM Tivoli Monitoring (ITM) image / SUSE Enterprise Server 10

•

NFS image / SUSE Enterprise Server 10

F5
•

BIG-IP® LTM® Virtual Edition version 10.2.1

Figure 1: VMware environment

The ISDM information below was taken from the ISDM 7.2.1 Users Guide.
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3.3

IBM Service Delivery Manager Overview
IBM Service Delivery Manager is prepackaged and self-contained software
appliance that is implemented in a virtual data center environment.
It enables the data center to accelerate the creation of service platforms for a wide
spectrum of workload types with a high degree of integration, flexibility, and
resource optimization.
Use IBM Service Delivery Manager if you want to get started with a private cloud
computing model. The product enables you to rapidly implement a complete
software solution for service management automation in a virtual data center
environment, which in turn can help your organization move towards a more
dynamic infrastructure.
IBM Service Delivery Manager is a single solution that provides all of the
necessary software components to implement cloud computing. Cloud computing
is a services acquisition and delivery model for IT resources, which can help
improve business performance and control the costs of delivering IT resources to
an organization. As a cloud computing quick start, IBM Service Delivery Manager
enables organizations to exploit the benefits of this delivery model in a defined
portion of their data center or for a specific internal project. Potential benefits
include:
•

Reduction in operational and capital expenditures

•

Enhanced productivity - the ability to innovate more with fewer resources

•

Decreased time-to-market for business features that increase competitiveness

•

Standardized / consolidated IT services to drive improved resource utilization

•

Increased resiliency to market demands

•

Improved quality of service for IT consumers

•

IBM Service Delivery Manager provides preinstalled capabilities essential to a
cloud model, including:

•

A self-service portal interface for reservation of computer, storage, and
networking resources, including virtualized resources

•

Automated provisioning and de-provisioning of resources

•

Prepackaged automation templates and workflows for most common resource
types, such as VMware virtual images and LPARs

•

Service management for cloud computing

•

Real time monitoring for elasticity

•

Backup and recovery

The Main Pieces

3.4

IBM Service Delivery Manager uses the following software:
•

Tivoli Service Automation Manager

•

IBM Tivoli Monitoring

•

IBM Tivoli Usage and Accounting Manager

Figure 2: ISDM image contents

The next chart explains where ISDM fits in the overall scheme of IBM Tivoli Cloud
Computing product offerings currently.
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Figure 3: IBM Tivoli Virtualization Overview

F5 BIG-IP
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F5 BIG-IP

4.1

F5 BIG-IP Appliance Local Traffic Manager (LTM)
BIG-IP Local Traffic Manager Virtual Edition (VE) is a version of the BIG-IP
system that runs as a virtual machine, packaged to run in a VMware® hypervisor
environment. BIG-IP Local Traffic Manager VE includes all features of BIG-IP
Local Traffic Manager, running on standard BIG-IP TMOS.
Note: The BIG-IP Local Traffic Manager VE product license determines the
maximum allowed throughput rate. To view this rate limit, you can display the
BIG-IP Local Traffic Manager VE licensing page within the BIG-IP Configuration
utility.
BIG-IP Virtual Edition compatibility with VMware hypervisor products
BIG-IP Virtual Edition (VE) is compatible with VMware ESX® 4.0 and 4.1, and
VMware ESXi™ 4.0 and 4.1 hosts.
VMware guest environment
The virtual machine guest environment for BIG-IP Local Traffic Manager VE
includes these characteristics:
• 2 virtual CPUs
• 2 GB RAM
• 3 virtual network adapters
• 1 - 40 GB LSI logic disk
Note: When you use the VMware vSphere client system to deploy BIG-IP Local
Traffic Manager VE on the ESX or ESXi host system, it is important that you
retain the guest environment characteristics as shown here. Modifying these
characteristics can produce unexpected results. Also note that the guest
environment does not support vmmemctl, the memory balloon driver.
The first steps in deploying BIG-IP Local Traffic Manager VE are to download the
Zip file to your local system. You can then run the Deploy OVF Template wizard
from within VMware vSphere Client. This wizard copies the file to the ESX/ESXi
server and configures some network interface settings. Note that the Zip file
contains a virtual disk image based on an Open Virtual Format (OVF) template. By
following the steps in this procedure, you create an instance of the BIG-IP system
that runs as a virtual machine on the host system.
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Important: Do not modify the configuration of the VMware guest environment.
This includes the settings for the CPU, RAM, and network adapters. Doing so can
produce unexpected results.
•
•

Two F5 BIG-IP virtual appliances were installed in the discussed environment.
Important: the license of the F5 BIG-IP virtual appliance is tied to the virtual
image identifier (UIID). If you delete the image and try to recreate it from the
data store will fail.
1. In a browser, open the F5 Downloads page, https://1. downloads.f5.com/
2. Download the BIG-IP Local Traffic 2. Manager VE package.
3. Extract the files from the Zip archive.
4. Start VMware vSphere and log in.
5. From the File menu, choose Deploy OVF Template. The Deploy OVF
Template wizard starts.
6. On the Source screen, click Deploy from file, and, using the Browse button,
locate the OVA file. For example: \MyDocuments\Work\Virtualization\BIGIP-<BIG-IPnn. n.n.n-nn.ova>
7. Click Next. The OVF Template Details screen opens.
8. Verify that the OVF template details are correct, and click Next. This
displays the End User License Agreement.
9. Read and accept the license agreement and click Next. The Name and
Location screen opens.
10. In the Name box, type a name for the BIG-IP virtual machine, such as:
F5_BIG-IP_LB1.
11. In the Inventory Location pane, select a data store name. Click Next.
12. If the host system is controlled by VMware vCenter, the Host Cluster screen
opens. Choose the desired host and click Next. Otherwise, proceed to the
next step.
13. Map the source network Management Network to the name of a destination
management network in your inventory. An example of a destination
management network is Management.
14. Map the source network Internal Network to the name of a destination
nonmanagement network in your inventory. An example of a destination
internal network is Private Access.
15. Map the source network External Network to the name of an external
network in your inventory. An example of a destination external network is
Public Access.
16. Click Next. The Ready to Complete screen opens.
17. Verify that all deployment settings are correct, and click Finish.

F5 BIG-IP

Configure appliance
Next step is to configure the virtual appliance.
1. Open the console of F5_BIG-IP_LB1 through Vsphere Client.
Default login = root/default
2. Run config command on the command line to run the command line-based
Configuration Utility shell to configure an IP address, netmask, and default
route for the management interface.

Figure 4: F5 Initial config
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Figure 5: F5 Final config

Setup appliance
After configuration is complete you will need to setup the virtual appliance.
1. Access the UI console through a browser using https://<management IP>
2. At the logon prompt, type admin for the username and admin for the password.
3. Activate License Key. Suggest to use the Manual button.
4. Run setup utility on UI: Overview -> Welcome -> Run setup utility
5. Set High availability to Redundant Pair and ensure that Unit ID is set to 1 on
F5_BIG-IP_LB1 and Unit ID is set 2 if configuring a F5_BIG-IP_LB2
6. Change root password and admin password for security purposes.
7. Ensure SSH access is enables and SSH IP Allow is set to All addresses.
8. Click Finished
9. Create new user with Advanced Shell permissions.
System

Users

User List

10. Create management VLAN
Network

VLANs

VLAN List

11. Use the High availability wizard to configure High availability between the two
Load balancers
Templates and Wizards

Device Wizards High Availability wizard

F5 BIG-IP

Unit ID = ID configured in setup utility
System Redundancy mode = Active/Standby
Redundancy State = Active on LB1, Standby on LB2
Network Failover = Network Failover
12. Next Create Failover VLANs
Failover Self IP for LB1 – x.x.x.x
Failover Self IP for LB2 – x.x.x.x
Network Failover
Peer Management IP

IP of opposite LB on Failover VLAN

13. Add config for management network and Failover network
14. Create Floating IP on Failover VLAN as seen in screenshot.
Network

Self IP

15. Add a routing Domain for management.
Network

Route domains

Create

16. Create management self IP
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5 Use Cases
These use cases give examples of the integration of the F5 BIG-IP virtual appliance
in the ISDM environment. These cases are examples of setting up and configuring
the F5 BIG-IP appliance in the ISDM environment.

5.1

Create Project with Virtual Servers
Description
The user performs this use case to request a set of virtual servers with given
characteristics in terms of computing power, disk space, operating system, and preinstalled software.
This is to provision network resources and optionally load balancer’s virtual IPs (VIPs) to
show the applications that will be installed on the virtual servers.

Sequence
1. The user selects the “Request a New Service Virtual Server Management
Project with Virtual Servers” offering and follows the actual steps to

Create

•

Specify reservation attributes

•

Add one or more virtual servers with a given configuration of CPU, memory, disk
size, and additional software to install

2. The user specifies the expected number of virtual servers that will be created later,
during service life-cycle
•

The System uses this information to select the suitable subnet type to reserve for
the project: from a small to a higher number of IP addresses

3. [The user (optionally) selects the Load Balancer option, in which case she specifies
how many VIPs should be reserved for load balancer (the System defaults this number
to 1)
•

The System uses this information to select the suitable subnet type to reserve for
the project: from a small to a higher number of IP addresses

4. The user submits the request
5. CA/CSA approves the request when the requester is TA
6. The System performs the actual steps to provision the virtual servers. Only new steps
are detailed below:
•

During reservation the System calls a user-exit to select the subnet and the VLANID (in 1-1 association with the subnet) to be reserved for the project. This user-exit
takes as input the expected size of the project and the number of VIPs to reserve
for load balancer (if the option has been selected). This information is used to
determine the optimal type of subnet for the project.

Use Cases

•

The default implementation of the user-exit expects the VLAN-ID and subnet
stored into the DCM, and it simply reserves them. The Service Provider can modify
the user-exit to interact with external OSS tools:

•

During reservation the System calls a user-exit to configure the virtual firewall of
the customer

•

Configure the default rules for the project subnet blocking almost all the inbound
traffic. This is an example of default rules:

•

Allow 80 (HTTP)

•

Allow 22 (SSH)

•

Allow 443? (RDP)

•

Deny *
•

5.2

During virtual server provisioning configure two vNICs: one for the
management VLAN and one for the project VLAN

Delete Project
Description
The user initiates this to release all virtual servers and in general all resources (network
and storage) provisioned during the project’s life-cycle.
This is also triggered automatically by the System when the project expires. The System
can be configured to require user approvals before deleting a project.

Sequence
1. The user selects the “Request a New Service
Project” offering

Virtual Server Management

Cancel

2. The System shows all existing projects belonging to the customer with whom the user
is working
3. The user selects the project to delete
4. The user selects options to a) keep saved images; b) backup virtual servers, and finally
submits the operation
5. CA/CSA approves the request when the requestor is TA
6. The System performs the usual steps to remove saved images, backup virtual servers,
depending on the options set by the user. Only new steps are detailed below
7. If the project was using the Load Balancer, then the System calls a user-exit to update
the configuration of the Load Balancer: i.e. remove the virtual load balancer created for
the project
8. The System calls a user-exit to update the configuration of the Firewall: i.e. remove the
rules for the project’s subnet
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9. If the project was using the Load Balancer, the System calls a user-exit to release the
VIP addresses reserved for the project
10. The System calls a user-exit to release the project’s subnet and VLAN-ID

5.3

Add Virtual Server to Project
Description
The user performs this use case to add one or more (homogeneous) virtual servers to an
existing project. This use case is updated from base TSAM in order to provision network
resources.

Sequence
The user selects the “Request a New Service Virtual Server Management
Project Add “Virtual Servers” offering and follows the actual steps to

Modify

1. select the project she wants to modify
2. Add to it one or more virtual servers with a given configuration of CPU, memory, disk
size, and additional software to install
3. The user submits the request
4. CA/CSA approves the request when the requestor is TA
5. The System performs the actual steps to provision the virtual servers. Only new steps
are detailed below:
6. During virtual server provisioning configure two vNICs: one for the management VLAN
and one for the project VLAN
7. The System notifies the user of the fulfillment of the request (e.g. e-mailing IP
addresses and additional information)

Use Cases

5.4

Reserve Virtual IPs
Description
The user (a CSA, TA, or a CA on behalf of a customer) performs this use case to reserve
one or more Virtual IP addresses to be used to advertise applications hosted by a cluster
of virtual servers in a project. So, VIPs are reserved in the subnet of the selected project.
Once reserved, they can be used to create load balancer policies (association between a
VIP:port and a set of virtual server IP:port) on the load balancer device.

Sequence
1. The user selects the “Request a New Service Virtual Server Management
Project Load Balancer Reserve Virtual IPs” offering

Modify

2. The System shows existing projects belonging to the customer with whom the user is
working.
3. Only projects that use the load balancer are selected by the System. The user cannot
reserve VIPs on a project that has not been created to use the load balancer.
4. The user selects a project
5. The System displays to the user the following information
6. VIPs actually reserved
7. Existing Load Balancer policies: VIP:port

{virtual server IP:port, …}

8. Number of additional VIPs that can be reserved on the project’s subnet
9. The user verifies that there are rooms available and enters the number of additional
VIPs to reserve
10. The System enforces a value up to the remaining number
11. The user submits the request
12. CA/CSA approves the request when the requestor is TA
13. The System calls a user-exit to reserve the number of VIPs on the project’s subnet
14. The System notifies the user of the fulfillment of the request (e.g. e-mailing IP
addresses and additional information)
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5.5

Release Virtual IPs
Description
The user (a CSA, TA, or a CA on behalf of a customer) performs this use case to remove
the reservation of VIPs from the project’s subnet.
Note that only VIPs that are not used in load balancer policies can be released.
The use case can be triggered by a custom automation (e.g. CronTask) for the VIPs that
are no more referenced in any project.

Sequence
1. The user selects the “Request a New Service Virtual Server Management
Project Load Balancer Release Virtual IPs” offering

Modify

2. The System shows projects belonging to the customer with whom the user is working
filtered by “using load balancer”
3. The user selects a project
4. The System displays to the user the following information
5. VIPs actually reserved
6. Existing Load Balancer policies: VIP:port

{virtual server IP:port, …}

7. Number of additional VIPs that can be reserved on the project’s subnet
8. The System graphically enables “release option” only on VIPs that are not used in load
balancer’s policies
9. The user selects the “release option” for one or more VIPs
10. The user submits the request
11. CA/CSA approves the request when the requestor is TA
12. The System calls a user-exit to release the selected VIPs on the project’s subnet
13. The System notifies the user of the outcome of the request

Use Cases

5.6

Create Load Balancer Policy
Description
The user (a CSA, TA, or a CA on behalf of a customer) performs this use case to advertise
an application/service running on a cluster of virtual servers in a project (e.g. http traffic on
port 80). This happens defining a load balancer policy and deploying on the load balancer
device.
As outcome of this use case the load balancer device gets configured with the additional
policy and then the advertised application/service can be turned on since it will be reached
through the load balancer.

Sequence
1. The user selects the “Request a New Service Virtual Server Management
Project Load Balancer Create Policy” offering

Modify

2. The System shows projects belonging to the customer with whom the user is working
filtered by “using load balancer”
3. The user selects a project
4. The System displays to the user the following information
5. VIPs actually reserved
6. Existing Load Balancer policies: VIP:port

{virtual server IP:port, …}

7. Number of additional VIPs that can be reserved on the project’s subnet
8. The user selects a VIP and creates a policy: VIP:port
9. The System verifies the uniqueness of the VIP:port
10. The user then selects the virtual servers that must be balanced
11. The System creates a policy VIP:port {virtual server IP:port, …} defaulting the virtual
server’s port to the port used for the VIP
12. The user can optionally change the port used for the virtual server
13. The user can specify other load balancing options (e.g. load balancing algorithm)
14. The user submits the request
15. CA/CSA approves the request when the requestor is TA
16. The System calls a user-exit to create the policy on the load balancer device
•

i.e. a TPM workflow in the F5 BIG-IP device. If this is the first policy, the workflow
takes care of first creating the virtual load balancer on the physical device, and
then add the policy

17. The System notifies the user of the outcome of the request
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5.7

Modify Load Balancer Policy
Description
The user (a CSA, TA, or a CA on behalf of a customer) performs this use case to modify
the cluster of virtual servers that are “load balanced”, or to modify the options of a load
balancer policy.

Sequence
1. The user selects the “Request a New Service Virtual Server Management
Project Load Balancer Modify Policy” offering

Modify

2. The System shows projects belonging to the customer with whom the user is working
filtered by “using load balancer”
3. The user selects a project
•

The System displays to the user the following information

•

VIPs actually reserved

4. Existing Load Balancer policies: VIP:port

{virtual server IP:port, …}

5. Number of additional VIPs that can be reserved on the project’s subnet
6. The user selects an existing policy (i.e. VIP:port)
7. The System displays the details of the policy
8. The user modifies the list of virtual servers that are load balanced: add / remove /
change port
9. The user modifies some load balancing option (e.g. load balancing algorithm)
10. The user submits the request
11. CA/CSA approves the request when the requestor is TA
12. The System calls a user-exit to modify the policy on the load balancer device
•

i.e. a TPM workflow in the F5 BIG-IP tcdriver

13. The System notifies the user of the outcome of the request

Use Cases

5.8

Delete Load Balancer Policy
Description
The user (a CSA, TA, or a CA on behalf of a customer) performs this use case to delete a
policy from the load balancer device.
This is also triggered if load balancer policies are active on the project being deleted.
Note that the VIP is not automatically released if no more used in other policies. See use
case [] for comments about scheduled tasks to delete resources no more referenced.

Sequence
1. The user selects the “Request a New Service Virtual Server Management
Project Load Balancer Delete Policy” offering

Modify

2. The System shows projects belonging to the customer with whom the user is working
filtered by “using load balancer”
3. The user selects a project
•

The System displays to the user the following information

•

VIPs actually reserved

4. Existing Load Balancer policies: VIP:port

{virtual server IP:port, …}

5. Number of additional VIPs that can be reserved on the project’s subnet
6. The user selects a policy (i.e. VIP:port) for deletion
7. The user submits the request
8. CA/CSA approves the request when the requestor is TA
9. The System calls a user-exit to delete the policy on the load balancer device
i.e. a TPM workflow in the F5 BIG-IP tcdriver
10. The System notifies the user of the outcome of the request
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5.9

Modify Firewall Policy
Description
The user (a CSA, TA, or a CA on behalf of a customer) performs this use case to
customize the firewall policy for the project’s subnet.

Sequence
1. The user selects the “Request a New Service
Project Firewall Modify Policy” offering

Virtual Server Management

Modify

2. The System shows all the projects belonging to the customer with whom the user is
working
3. The user selects a project
4. The System displays to the user the actual Firewall Policy for inbound traffici: a list of
entries like:
5. Allow <Adress|Range|ALLii>/Port
6. Deny ALL/* (cannot be removed)
7. The user has the possibility to modify the ruleset: add / modify / delete rules, with the
exception of Deny ALL/*, which cannot be touched.
8. The user also has the possibility to restore the default policy (a ui checkbox)
9. The user edits some changes
10. The System records any change made by the user to the ruleset
11. The user submits the request
12. CA/CSA approves the request when the requestor is TA
13. The System generates the changes to apply to the firewall in terms of: rules added;
rules deleted; rules changed and then calls a user-exit to update the customer’s virtual
firewall
•

i.e. a TPM workflow in the Juniper tcdriver

14. The System notifies the user of the outcome of the request

TSAM 7.2.2 Extensions
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TSAM 7.2.2 Extensions
The examples used in this paper use TSAM 7.2.1. In October 2011 TSAM v7.2.2 provided
a new feature called Extensibility that allows any 3rd party to plug-in new code (following
certain guidelines) that can extend the TSAM base functionality. These plug-ins are called
TSAM Extensions. Each Extension is a self contained package that prereqs TSAM 7.2.2
and installs on top of it. An Extension does not modify or update TSAM modules but just
installs additional modules to the TSAM base.
With Tivoli Service Automation Manager, you can complete several network configuration
activities. Tivoli Service Automation Manager includes a set of extension nodes and a
network data model that can be extended. You can access network artifacts such as
network configuration templates, which contain network segments. These network
configuration templates are configurable from the Tivoli Service Automation Manager user
interface or they can be accessed programmatically through the API.
Tivoli Service Automation Manager includes two APIs: the Tivoli Provisioning Manager API
to access data center model (DCM) objects and the Tivoli Service Automation Manager
API to modify network configuration instances.
For more information:
https://www304.ibm.com/software/brandcatalog/ismlibrary/details?catalog.label=1TW10TS09
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Summary
To summarize what was demonstrated in this document, it has shown the F5 BIG-IP virtual
appliance can be placed in an IBM Service Delivery manager (ISDM) “Cloud” environment
and managed.
It demonstrated that the appliance can be placed and integrated into the ISDM
environment. The Use cases show the steps that can be performed to accomplish this.
IBM Service Delivery manager is the base to IBM’s Cloud strategy. It is the base of
Cloudburst and Common Service Provider/2 products.
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APPENDIX A
TSAM Roles
The self-service user interface identifies four user roles:
Cloud Administrator (CA)
Users in this role are the administrators of the cloud. Only cloud administrators can
perform the following tasks:
• define new teams, user accounts and their associated roles
• modify their own information
• register and unregister software images
• allow resource allocations and changes
• check the status of projects and monitor the servers for all users
• approve or deny provisioning requests made by team administrators
Cloud Manager (CM)
Users in this role are the read-only administrators of the cloud. They can perform the
following tasks:
• modify their own information (except for role and team membership)
• check the status of projects and monitor the virtual servers for any team
Team Administrator (TA)
Users in this role can perform the following tasks:
• create user accounts for other users
• modify their own information (except for role and team membership)
• modify information for team users
• place requests for provisioning servers and check the status of projects
• monitor the servers
• change server status or password
• log in and use the provisioned servers and applications
Team User (TU)
Users in this role can perform the following tasks:
• modify their own information (except for role and team membership)
• view projects available for their team
• check the status of the servers provisioned for their team
• log in and use the provisioned servers and applications
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APPENDIX B
Software Releases and Versions
ISDM 7.2.1
•

Tivoli Service Automation Manager (TSAM) 7.2.1

•

IBM Tivoli Monitoring (ITM) 6.2

•

Tivoli Usage and Accounting Manager (TUAM) 7.1

VMware
•

vCenter 4.1 installed in MS Windows 2008 Server Enterprise x64-bit VM

•

ESX 4.1

•

BIG-IP Local Traffic Manager Virtual Edition - 10.2.1.297.

F5
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•
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